
 

Laptop Wrapping and Sizing Information 
 
At XOTIC PC, we are committed to providing you with the highest quality of custom laptop and desktop wraps 
and etches.  We offer customers the option to provide their own artwork at no additional cost! 
 
Please send your custom artwork to:   artwork@xoticpc.com  
(before sending us your custom artwork, please read the requirements below) 

 
Submitting Your Own Design:  File Size/Type Requirements: 
Custom Wraps:   

File Types Accepted: .jpeg or .psd (Photoshop) 
DPI Size:  300DPI or Higher 

 
Custom Etches:   

File Types Accepted: .jpeg or .psd (Photoshop) 
DPI Size:  600DPI or Higher 

 
Safe Edge Requirements: 
Please note that with custom wraps, XOTIC PC complete disassembles your laptop computer so the wrap can be molded 
around the edges and then re-assembled.  This helps ensure more longevity out of your newly custom wrapped laptop 
computer.  With this in mind, some of your laptop wrap’s image may be cut off or folded around the edges.  Please be 
aware of image and text safe areas demonstrated below on your image that you provide.  On the laptop size, please 
allow 1” bleed area to the outside of the laptop dimensions and an additional 1” text safe edge to the inside for any text 
that may be on your image or design.  The 1” bleed area on your image that you add to the laptop size allows our 
technicians the ability to completely wrap your image around the laptop’s LCD panel. 
 
Example:  
(ASUS N550) 

 



 
Where to find your laptop wrapping size:  
On the laptop that you plan to purchase and wrap; look at the tech specs page under the size and weight category. 
 

Tech Specs Tab: 

 
 

Size: 

 
 

REMEMBER: to add an additional 1” image bleed to the outside of the dimensions of the laptop size. 
Example:  
(ASUS N550) 

Laptop size: 15.08” wide  x  10.04” deep 
Image size: 16.00” wide  x  11.00” deep 

 


